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About
the
Foundation
Established in 1987, the Carlston
Family Foundation rewards
outstanding California high school
teachers who demonstrate an
exceptional commitment to the
academic success of students from
culturally diverse,
socioeconomically disadvantaged
communities.
By recognizing these dedicated
professionals, the Foundation
encourages other educators to
simulate these successful teaching
patterns and to place these
distinguished individuals at the
forefront of discussions to improve
public education across the state.
Recent and past award winners
participate in an annual symposium
to identify ways to improve
instruction in California high schools,
assist in teacher preparation
programs, and influence the state’s
educational policy. This report is a
summary of the November 2012
meeting.

A decade into ‘standards-based
education reform, California’s top
teachers are disillusioned and
dissatisfied. What can we learn
from their experience?
Because teachers' voices have been largely absent from the
debates informing the major federal education initiatives undertaken in the last
decade, it has been all too easy for pundits and policymakers alike to insist that
the teachers themselves are the problem. However, given that the latest attempt
at sweeping reform has not yielded the hoped-for transformations, a consensus is
emerging that what we now need is more input from teachers, not less.
California's top teachers—current and former honorees of the Carlston Family
Foundation—gathered in November 2012 to discuss the current state of
education reforms. They shared their views on how the reforms have affected
their teaching, whether they have been effective, and what the implications are
for the future.
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Problem 1: Emphasis on memorizing facts
over learning skills

of education.
The Carlston teachers decried the fact
that “learning” is often boiled down to
conveying “discrete information nuggets”
that students are expected to reproduce
on test day:

and assessment tools based on the
Common Core State Standards (CCSS)
adopted in 2010. These changes may
alleviate some of the worst problems
generated by previous reform efforts,
but a smooth transition is far from
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The results of standardsbased reform have been

mixed. Some studies have shown
improved test results, but
achievement gaps between black
and white students, rich and poor,
and Hispanics and Anglos have not
narrowed significantly. Race and
class remain strong predictors of
academic success.

Standards-based
education reform
“I would much rather have my children learn to think and process materials/
situations than to pass a standardized test.”
Even if this “return to the reform school of the past” yields good results in
memory recall, the students miss out on developing other valuable reasoning
skills.
This kind of instruction also communicates to children that the process of
learning is something to be endured, without intrinsic value, and valuable only
insofar as it helps meet externally imposed demands. In fact, however, one of
the most important roles of a professional educator is to teach students how to
learn and to help them internalize an enjoyment of the process.
“When I realized that my American Lit class was no longer populated with
students who considered themselves ‘college prep’ material, I decided that I
had to change...out went the quizzes, gone were the factual plot questions...I
chose instead to focus on the reading process in an attempt to help them
begin to see themselves as readers—something which was largely not the
case...
The unit took longer than I wanted or expected it to, but at the end, the
students were identifying themselves as readers... Now that’s progress—perhaps
quantifiable in some way that escapes me. It happened, though, because I
asserted the freedom and autonomy to act on my professional judgment once I
saw that my usual methods weren’t working. It probably wouldn’t win me many
supporters at the district office, but it just might have been some of my best
teaching.”
Effective cross-disciplinary and collaborative teaching methods help students
internalize a love for learning as they discover that their developing skills can
open up new worlds to them. They build essential core competencies in reading
and math while applying them to situations that are of most interest to them.

The 2001 No Child Left Behind Act
(NCLB) ushered in an era of
“standards-based education reform,” a
sweeping effort to close the
achievement gap between
socioeconomically disadvantaged
students and their more advantaged
counterparts.
While NCLB makes Title I funding, the
primary source of federal aid to
schools, contingent upon meeting
performance standards, its 2009
successor initiative, Race to the Top
(RTTT) is a grant program in which
states compete for additional federal
education resources. Despite their
differences, both programs require or
incentivize the same basic practices:
--Adopting strict academic
performance standards in math and
reading
--Regularly measuring student
achievement with standardized tests
--Basing assessments of teacher and
school effectiveness on students' test
results
--Holding teachers and school
administrators accountable for student
performance through a system of
rewards and sanctions, sometimes as
severe as job loss or school closure

“In another classroom [students] were helping with the building of robots…one
student improved his comprehension in reading just to understand the
operational manual for the robot being built.”
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that ensures widespread proficiency.”

opportunities, and their value is not
immediately or directly demonstrable
through standardized assessments.
When teachers are under pressure to
ensure that their students achieve test

“The first 10-15 years I
taught, when asked
what I taught, my answer
was ‘math.’ Now I often
find myself saying,

score targets and, in some cases, put
into competition with each other to
do so, generating opportunities for

“In my history course, students had to
adhere to traditional assignments,
such as writing exams and projects.
Many times I saw students begin to
improve their interest in class and,
more importantly, their output only as
a result of working and succeeding in
another classroom…their passion to
learn became more evident...”
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upon standardized test results rewards
teachers for getting students to
perform well on tests, not necessarily
for being good educators.
Under NCLB and RTT, the timeframes

them can be draconian—pay cuts,
reassignment, job loss, or even school
closure. This punitive attitude fails to
recognize that teachers develop over
time, just as their students do. As one
teacher noted, “I have reformed my
practice several times during my
career as I grow as a teacher.”
In addition, teachers feel that they are

knowledge. It should establish a
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meet whatever unanticipated
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conception of accountability based

collaborative learning runs counter to for meeting standards are short, and
their incentive structures.
the consequences for failing to meet

K-12 education should not be about

A decade into the
standards-based reform
experiment, results have been

In practice, however, a narrow

“scapegoated in the name of
accountability” when the classroom
experience is just one factor
contributing to students’ success.

challenges arise over the course of

In short, teachers are faced with

their lifetime. For that, they need a

implementing a 'solution' that they

well developed capacity for critical

played no role in devising in order to

thinking and creative problem

solve a 'problem' that they had no say

solving.

in diagnosing, and then, despite their

“My job as a counselor is not just to
ensure that my students graduate,
but to foster their growth in becoming
mature, responsible, and productive
members of our society, who can
think creatively and overcome
barriers.”

limited power to redress such
complicated social problems, are held
almost solely responsible for achieving
'results' that they have had no part in
defining.

Problem 2: Distorted and punitive
notion of accountability
Great teachers have always
understood that they are
accountable to their students. As
symposium participants noted, the
goal of accountability should be to

!
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Problem 3: Not enough ‘education’ in
‘education reform’

When teachers are denied flexibility,

Part art and part science, great

one-size-fits-all approach, which

teaching is the result of commitment,

leaves many behind instead of

practice, and long-term growth.

ensuring that they are all on the same

However, in an effort to ensure that all
students meet the same standards
and receive the same instruction,
curricula have been homogenized
and teachers have been required to
adhere to a limited repertoire of
teaching strategies that can be shown
through quantitative analysis to
increase learning (i.e. test scores).
“It is my responsibility to figure out how
to deliver curriculum in a meaningful
method for various classes and
populations. Isn’t that what we are
supposed to be doing? Success is not
a test score, but growth in
understanding a concept!”

students are consigned to receive a

Within the broader “accountability
movement” of the last 20 years, two
state-based organizations, the
page.
National Governors Association (NGA)
and the Council of Chief State School
“Pacing guides provide a chance to
Officers (CCSSO), have worked to
see when and where you should be,
bring state curricula into alignment by
but [they are] often used as a ‘bible.’ I developing a set of Common Core
have found myself saying: ‘We
Standards.
cannot go back and teach 5.1 again
because the pacing guide
The standards are supposed to
says__________.’”
provide clear guidelines for what
students should know, and they were
Ultimately, as one participant noted,
designed to be “robust and relevant
“there is no one right way to educate to the real world,” reflecting the
knowledge and skills necessary to
an individual.” No matter how well
succeed in higher education and
employment.
intentioned, initiatives that require or
incentivize teachers to give up their
classroom autonomy not only
undermine the profession of teaching,
but they also fail to “take into

“Teacher-proofing” instruction in this

account the complexity of the human

way deprives teachers of their ability

being” and limit teachers' ability to

to meet the specific needs of their

work with their students’ strengths to

students, which vary from class to class

address their specific weaknesses.

and semester to semester. With a
sufficient degree of autonomy,
professional teachers can identify

Moving ahead: promising changes

problems and respond creatively to

Since California’s 2010 adoption of

them.

the Common Core State Standards

“I taught a life science class and
realized my traditional methods were
not meeting with success. I minimized
the content standards and invited
parents to the class to discuss ‘home
remedies.’ This led to fantastic
curriculum investigations into
biological concepts. What a
phenomenal experience!”

Common Core
State Standards

(CCSS—see box), the State has been

K-12 standards were announced for
mathematics and English in 2010, and
since then 45 states and the District of
Columbia have adopted them.
While the Common Core Standard
initiative is state-led—with support
from private foundations, including the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
and the Charles Stewart Mott
Foundation—the Federal government
incentivizes adoption of the standards
through the 2009 Race to the Top
competitive grant program.
To be eligible for the grants, states
must adopt “internationally
benchmarked standards and
assessments that prepare students for
success in college and the work
place.”

working toward implementing them.
With the September 2013 passage of
legislation suspending the
standardized testing and reporting
(STAR) assessments, a major hurdle has
been cleared. Student progress will be
instead charted through the
Measurement of Academic
Performance and Progress (MAPP)
Common Core-aligned assessments.
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The Carlston Family Foundation
believes that the new standards,
which emphasize critical thinking and
applied reasoning, coupled with new
assessments, will go a long way toward
addressing many of the concerns that
teachers raised in the 2012 symposium.
When appropriately implemented,
these standards will offer a platform to
restore autonomy and professional
dignity to the State’s teachers, allow
them to deploy higher quality
teaching methods and materials, and
ultimately rescue students from a
dumbed-down, test-driven curriculum
that fails to prepare them for life
beyond high school.
Tim Allen, Executive Director
2933 Quedada
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Tel: 949.640.7840 or 415.388.4763
Fax: 949.640.7841
Email:
tima@carlstonfamilyfoundation.com
www.carlstonfamilyfoundation.com
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2013 Symposium

our most ambitious to date. Through
an intense weekend of workshops,

successful transition is far from certain.

Carlston Honorees:

As is far too often the case, even the
best intentioned reforms, if they are
implemented in a top-down fashion
without “grassroots” involvement, can
go quickly awry.

! Identified the challenges related to
CCSS implementation and develop
ways to address them, and
! Determined the habits of mind
required for CCSS sample tasks and
design lessons that teach them across
subject areas.
The results of the 2013 Symposium will
be published later in 2014.

network of highly effective teachers

Going Forward

by:

The Carlston Family Foundation’s

High school seniors, Wikimedia commons

Group of students reading books, courtesy of
photostock at Freedigitalphotos.net

! Involving Carlston Honorees in
reviewing new materials and to
creating the rubrics to evaluate
materials.

is a complex endeavor and a

that will advance the CCSS through its

Teacher and student, http://www.dockhs.org/
admissions/the_student-teacher_connection

! Supporting the development of
professional learning communities,
using Carlston Honorees as experts in
key subject areas

The November, 2013 symposium was

therefore wishes to invest in activities

Student teacher of science classes. Photo by
Peter Morenus, http://today.uconn.edu/blog/
2010/10/on-the-fast-track-to-teaching-mathand-science/

! Establishing a legislative advisory
committee that will focus on aligning
both policy and curricular
development to inform state and
federal regulations

However, implementation of the CCSS
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! Helping Honorees to create stronger
connections with each other and
other educational systems, including
higher education institutions, in order
to increase the voice of classroom
teachers in the improvement of
classroom instruction

! Promoting Carlston Honorees as high
quality models for how to implement
the Common Core Standards

effort to put teachers front and center
in the process of implementing the
CCSS will advance the cause of

! Creating ways for Honorees to assess
the status of CCSS implementation in
their schools and districts, identify
milestones, and develop
implementation plans on personal,
departmental, school and district
levels.

education reform by creating a group

! Providing professional development
activities to assist in implementation of
the CCSS

to prepare California’s children for the

of exemplary teachers who can guide
their colleagues, inform the public
about education reform, and involve
parents and communities in the effort
future.
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